Path-planning is a well-known studied problem in Artificial Intelligence. Given two points in a map, path-planning algorithms search for a path that joins those two points, avoiding obstacles. It is a challenging problem with important practical applications in a wide range of applications: autonomous mobile robotics, logistics or video games, just to mention some of them. Given its importance, it has attracted much research, resulting in a large number of algorithms, some classical, such as A*, other more specialized, such as swarms. However, despite all the literature dedicated to this problem, the statistics used to analyze experimental results in most cases are naïve. In this paper we position in favor of the need of incorporating stronger statistical methods in path-planning empirical research and promote a debate in the research community. To this end we analyze some 2D-grid classical path-planning algorithms in discrete domains (i.e. A* and A* with post processing) and more recent algorithms in continuos domains (i.e. Theta* and S-Theta*). Given the differences of these algorithms, we study them under different criteria: Run-time, number of heading changes, number of expanded vertices and path-length.
INTRODUCTION
Finding the path between two points, avoiding obstacles and using some criteria to evaluate the solution (i.e. shortest distance), has been widely studied and applied to real problems such as GPS navigation devices [1] , mobile robotics [2] , logistics [4] or video games [5] .
In addition to the practical interest of this type of problems, it is intellectually challenging, resulting in a large number of the so called path-planning algorithms. The vast majority of these algorithms take a classical approximation, envisioning path-planning as a search problem abstracted by a search graph. The most common terrain discretization used for these algorithms is a regular 2D-grid with blocked and unblocked square cells [6] . For this kind of grids we can find two variants: (i) the center-node in which the mobile element is in the center of the square; and (ii) corner-node, where nodes are the vertex of the square. For both cases, a valid path is that starting from the initial node reaches the goal node without crossing a blocked cell. The most popular algorithm is A* [7] that handles a discrete state space, and its variation, A* with postprocessing (A*PS) [8] that smoothening the path obtained by A* in a postprocessing step, reducing the total length. We can also mention Theta* [9] and S-Theta* [10] as algorithms specifically designed to solve path-planning algorithms that deal with continuous state space. Nonetheless, there are other approaches based on Metaheuristics such as Genetic Algorithms [11] , [12] , just to mention some of them.
This paper aims to promote a debate about the need of stronger statistical tools in path-planning research. The situation in path-planning research is similar to the one described by Bartz-Beielstein and Preuss in relation to the early research on Evolutionary Computation [13] , based on means comparisons, and described as "paleolithic". Path-planning algorithms are typically compared by running them on different maps and then comparing the average value of the performance measure of interest among the algorithms under study.
This approach, widely used in the literature, contains some methodological issues that would lead to potentially incorrect conclusions. Not even the authors of this article could have avoided these bad practices [10, 14] .
From our perspective, comparison of path-planning algorithms should take benefit of proper statistical tools. We illustrate this point comparing rigorously our S-Theta* algorithm to A*, A*PS and Theta*, including strong statistical parametric tests and analyzing its scientifical significance. In preliminary research [15, 16] , we studied the run-time of three path-planning algorithms (A*, Theta* and S-Theta*). In this paper we extend this work introducing the A*PS algorithm, and another two performance measures: heading changes and path-length. These two metrics are of high interest in autonomous robotics because of their impact on the energy consumption. From a methodological perspective, this paper differs from similar ones in two aspects, firstly, it tries to apply parametric statistics by fitting the statistical model to find statistical significance in the algorithms comparison. Secondly, we study the scientifical significance of the algorithms differences by means of Cohen's d statistic [17] . Finally, it is worthy to mention that the techniques described in this paper could possibly also be applied to the analysis of sampling-based path planning algorithms which are often used in robotics, such as RRT, PRM, PRM*, FMT* [18, 19] .
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the path-planning algorithms that are object of study, followed by a description of the research methodology used in this study. The next three sections describe the results obtained in the comparison of the path-length, heading changes and run-time of the algorithms. Finally, some conclusions are outlined.
PATH PLANNING
One of the first well-known algorithms to solve the shortest path problem in 2D-grids between two points is the Dijkstra algorithm [20] . Based on a distances graph, it chooses the unvisited vertex with the lowest distance, calculates the distance to each unvisited neighbor and then updates the neighbor's distance if smaller. If the destination node has been marked as visited or if the smallest tentative distance among the nodes in the unvisited set is infinity, the algorithm ends.
In order to improve the Dijkstra's algorithm performance, Hart, Nilsson and Raphael [7] proposed a new version based on heuristics named A*. This new version uses best-first search and follows a path of the lowest expected total distance calculated as a function of: the distance from the starting node to the current node x and an estimate of the distance from x to the goal. Although A* is quite fast in generating the solution, it has an important drawback, the number of nodes of the search space. It typically uses 8 neighbors nodes for the terrain discretization so it restricts the path headings to multiples of π/4, causing that A* generates a sub-optimal path with zig-zag patterns or abrupt heading changes.
In path-planning it is common to talk about the optimality of a solution only taking into consideration the path length. However, it is also interesting to include the turns required to reach the destination: an optimal solution is the smaller path between two points, so, in flat areas, this is the straight line. When there is a heading change that abandons this line, the path length grows up due to the triangle inequality. Thereby, in A* we obtain suboptimal paths as result of the restriction of the heading changes.
An A* with 16-neighbors would improve the solution smoothing the path (highly increasing the time required for the search) but would not eliminate these zig-zag patterns. The problem is that A* is designed to work with discrete state variables. In order to overcome the limitation of the discrete state space, Botea, Muller and Schaeffer [21] proposed an algorithm called A* Post Smoothed (abbreviated A*PS) to smooth the edges of A*. The idea consists of running A* and then smoothes the resulting path in a post-processing step. Therefore, the resultant path may be shorter than the original, but it increases the runtime.
Recent research in the field has proposed a new type of algorithms called "any-angle" that allows heading changes in any point of the search. For an exhaustive comparison of path-planning algorithms in continous space the reader can refer to Daniel et al. [22] . Most popular examples of this category are Field D* [23] or Theta* [9] . This last algorithm does not need a postprocessing step, it does the line of sight check during the expansion of the nodes. When Theta* expands a node, p, it checks the line of sight between the parent of the node and its eight neighbors. If there is a line of sight between a successor of p and its parent, then the parent of the successor is parent(p), not p like A*. When there is an obstacle blocking the line of sight, then Theta* works like A*. An alternative to Theta* is our algorithm called S-Theta* [10] that aims to reduce the amount of heading changes to reach the goal. To do this, we have based on a modified Theta* evaluation function (F (t)) as shown in eq. 1. The two first terms represent: G(t), the cumulative cost to reach the node t from the initial node; and H(t), the heuristic value, i.e, the estimated distance to the goal node. In the case of A*, the Octile heuristic is used, while in Theta* the Euclidean distance.
The new term β(t) added to S-Theta* gives us a measure of the deviation from the optimal trajectory to achieve the goal as a function of the direction to follow, conditional to traversing a node t. Considering an environment without obstacles, the optimal path between two points is the straight line. Therefore, any node that does not belong to that line will involve both, a change in the direction and a longer distance. Therefore, this term causes that nodes far away from that line will not be expanded during the search.
In order to compare 2D-grid path-planning algorithms 1 , the length of the resulting path is usually employed as a measure of the optimality of the solution. Besides, there are other parameters such as the expanded nodes or the execution time. However, in the literature there is little work dedicated to the number of heading changes as a measure parameter, we can mention the work of Cook and Wenk [24] (or it is not properly taken into account). The optimality of the path length is highly related to the heading changes due to, as previously mentioned, the triangle inequality. Also, when heading changes are performed due to the presence of obstacles (not because of algorithm restrictions), it is also linked with the complexity of the problem, so, in any-angle algorithms, this metric will also give us some information about the algorithm performance. Figure 1 shows an example of the solution found by each one of the algorithms under study in a map with 200 x 200 grids with 20% (right) and 30% of obstacles (left).Then, figure 2 shows the same results but representing each algorithm individually. Finally,  table 1 shows the values for the lenght and the heading changes for each algorithm depending on the number of obstacles.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Johnson [25] identified four types of experiments closely linked to a type of algorithm: application, which codes the algorithm into an application; horse race, which tries to prove that one algorithm outperforms another one; experimental analysis to better understand the algorithm and experimental average-case whose goal is to characterize an algorithm average behavior. In relation to this classification, and despite some strong and well motivated critics [26] , this paper takes a mixed application and horse race approach: the goal is to provide statistical methods to compare the performance of path-planning algorithms in the context of autonomous mobile robotics. For this reason this study focuses on three performance measures of interest in this application, path-length, number of heading changes and run-time. These metrics have a great impact in battery consumption, and therefore minimizing them is highly desirable.
Experimental procedure
We follow the methodology suggested by Barr et al. [27] : 1) Define the goal, 2) Choose metrics, 3) Design and execute the experiment, 4) Analyze the results and provide conclusions and 5) Report. We describe them next.
The goal of our experiments is to assess whether STheta* outperforms Theta* and A* outperforms A*PS in terms of path-length, path-smoothness and algorithm run-time. The metrics selected cover the previous goals and involve some of the most relevant factors in the study of path-planning algorithm. First, the runtime and number of expanded nodes gives us a measure of the complexity of the algorithm as a function of the time spent to reach a path and the memory employed in the process, respectively. Then, to analyze the optimality of the solution, we take into consideration both, the path length and the value of the heading changes. These metrics are correlated to the map hardness, so, increasing it, we can study the impact of the hardness in the performance of the algorithm and the optimality of the solution.
The design (and execution) of the experiments has to deal with which maps use. Usually pathplanning research is based on a set of fixed maps that let assessing the algorithm behaviour under highly controlled problems [28] . Although these maps provide many valuable insights to the algorithms behaviour, we took a complementary approach by using a map generator.
In this way we avoid two problems associated to fixed sets of maps [29] : its limited number, which could bias the conclusions, and the lack of parameterization. Of course, a map generator also introduces a bias since it needs an algorithm that will generate maps with some common properties. This undesirable effect can be handled, to some extent, applying statistical tools. In any case, map selection will bias the results, limiting the scope of the conclusions. Map parameterization is important in our study, since we are interested in analyzing how the algorithm behaviour changes under different amount of obstacles. In order to perform the statistical analysis we need several runs for each amount of obstacles, and in practice this is quite difficult to achieve with manually generated maps. We should mention that map generation introduces new variables to the experiment that are not controlled: the shape and distribution of the obstacles might have an impact on the results, but this is not studied in this work. We simply identify map hardness with amount of obstacles, which is not true in all cases. Subsection 3.2 describes map generation with detail.
The experiments involve the execution of four pathplanning algorithms (A*, A*PS, S-Theta* and STheta*) using the same sets of maps.
For the algorithms, when two nodes have the same F (t) value, the tie breaking rule is to put first the node with a smaller H(t), that is, the node that is, optimistic, closer to the goal. However, for Theta* and S-Theta*, the behavior is the opposite: first is the node with less G(t), the node which is closer to the initial position (it seems to work better as explained in [22] ). Finally, the heuristic employed for all algorithms is the Euclidean distance, except for A*, which employs the octile distance. Both heuristics are valid for every algorithm, however, Euclidean distance for A* is worse than the octile distance due to the heading change restriction: the octile distance compute the distance using the movements allowed by A*. For the same reason, the other algorithms use the Euclidean distance, which allow any-angle heading. The procedure followed in the experiments is as follows. First, we created 500 maps with 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40% percentage of obstacles, 2, 500 total maps. Then, for each subset of maps, we executed the algorithms under study (A*, A*PS, Theta* and S-Theta*), measuring the path-length, total degrees, number of heading changes and run-time. Once we got the data, we proceeded to the analysis based on statistical tests.
In order to provide a cautious study on this topic, we have used parametric statistics, which provide stronger statistical tests. Although non-parametric statistics [30] is a handy tool, we find parametric methods more convenient because, on the one hand, knowing the data model increases the test capacity of finding statistical differences; on the other hand, the statistical model might provide some clues about the nature of the data. For instance, data fitting a normal distribution, by the Central Limit Theorem, suggest that data come from an additive collection of random independent sources. In order to apply parametric statistics we need to assess whether the data satisfy the conditions. As a consequence, in first term, we have to find a good statistical distribution able to model the data, and in second term, validate the model. Once the statistical model has been found, we have used statistical tests to find significant differences in the results of the different algorithms, and complement the study with the computation of the scientifical significance. Section 3.3 motivates the need of computing the scientifical significance.
Maps generation algorithm
The Algorithm 1 generates a map with a set of obstacles randomly placed. To generate a map, a set of parameters is required to specify the dimension of the map, the dimension of the obstacles and the percentage of blocked cells. The number of blocked cells and obstacles are different (except when the obstacles have 1x1 dimension). For instance, an obstacle with a dimension of 5 columns and 4 rows blocks 20 cells.
Algorithm 1 Map generation algorithm
Require: cols: number of columns for the generated map Require: rows: number of rows for the generated map Require: per : percentage of blocked cells (< 50) Require: obscols: dimension of the obstacles (columns size, ≥ 1) Require: obsrows: dimension of the obstacles (rows size, ≥ 1) 1 map ← new empty map of cols * rows 2 nblockedcells ← (per * cols * rows)/100 3 while nblockedcells > 0 do
for ox ← x to x + obscols do In any case, the percentage of blocked cells is computed and, if necessary, the last obstacle will be smaller to avoid a higher number of blocked cells than required. Also, to guarantee that the algorithm creates a valid map (that is, it is possible to move between every two points in the map) when an obstacle is set, its perimeter is protected to avoid superimposition of obstacles.
Also, the first/last column/row are protected. Finally, as a consequence of this last one, in function of the dimension of the obstacles and the percentage of blocked cells, it is possible that the algorithm does not converge, but in practice, with less than 50% of blocked cells, the algorithm usually generates a map in a neglectable time. The pseudocode of the algorithm is in Algorithm 1
2 . The dimension of the maps employed is 500x500 cell nodes and the percentage of obstacles (blocked or nontraversable cells) grows from 5%, 10%, up to 40%. The obstacles are generated randomly as a non-traversable block with height of 4% and width of 4% of the size of the map (for the generated maps the size of a block is 25x25). To guarantee that there exists a solution in every map, when an obstacle is added, its perimeter is protected to avoid put adjacent obstacles. Also, the first/last row and column are obstacle free, so, the initial position is the top-left corner of the map and the goal position is in the opposite side, randomly selecting a point between the bottom-right corner and the 20% of the upper nodes in the last column. In order to reduce the variance of the results, the same set of random maps were used for all the algorithms.
Comparison of path-planning performance measures
The literature on path-planning algorithms contains a large number of horse race papers. A common practice in the field is to compare the algorithms' performance just looking at the means values of the performance measure of interest. If a stochastic element is introduced in the algorithm evaluation, let's say for example a random map generator, we should expect some degree of randomness in the response and hence the performance is no longer a fixed value, but a random variable. This means that the performance measure is a composition of the algorithm performance and a stochastic component. For this reason the means comparison may induce erroneous conclusions. In addition to central tendency measures such as means, reporting should also include variability measures, or even better a sound characterization of that variability [31] .
A recommended method to report variability is confidence intervals [17] , which is a well known method in statistics and, in general, its computation is straightforward. The importance of proper handling of randomness has been widely discussed in related fields [32, 33, 34, 35] .
Means comparison does not take into account the variability of the results, fair comparisons should include more robust statistical tools such as hypothesis testing. It provides a sound methodology to assess if data support a certain hypothesis raised by the experimenter. A common application of hypothesis testing is to determine whether two population means are equal or not, i.e., to determine statistical significance. Statistical tests are classified into two types: parametric and nonparametric tests. The former assumes that data come from a statistical distribution, typically the normal distribution, while the latter makes no assumptions about the probability distributions of the data [30] . Parametric statistics use more information (the data probability distribution) than nonparametric statistics, and as a result it is more powerful, meaning that it is able to find statistical significance in data with smaller differences. The price to pay for this additional power is the need of finding the data probability distribution. To this end, a widely used tool is Shapiro-Wilk test [36] , which tests the normality of data. Perhaps, the most widely known and used statistical test is the Students' t test, or simply t-test. It is commonly used to test if two groups of normal data come from populations with the same mean.
One problem with statistical tests is that they only find statistical significance, regardless of its magnitude or importance. Perhaps more importantly, the results of statistical tests depend on the number of samples; this is named effect size. Statistical tests provide a way to determine, for instance, if there is a significant difference between two populations, but not if that difference is relevant in practical or scientifical terms. It is possible to find very small differences just increasing the sample size, but those differences could be insignificant in practice. White [37] presents an excellent discussion about this topic and its importance in the context of experimental algorithmics.
In order to avoid the negative effects of a large sample size, and given the low cost of increasing it, assessing the scientific significance is a recommended practice. There are several metrics to evaluate the scientific significance, one of the easiest and best known ones is Cohen's d [38] . This measure is defined as the difference of the means normalized by the standard deviation:
This definition assumes two populations with the same standard deviations. In other case, it is necessary to provide a joint standard deviation. There are different ways to perform this operation, in particular, the one that we used in this study is given by
which supposes that both populations have the same number of samples. The interpretation of this statistic depends on the application domain, but there is a general rule that has a wide acceptation among the statistics community setting the boundaries d = 0.24 as a small effect size, d = 0.5 medium effect size and d = 0.74 large effect size. Larger values would be produced by data whose difference is clearly evident without the need of sophisticated tools. Since this is a general study, not tied to any application domain, we adopt this general criteria, however any conclusion should be interpreted with care, the concept of small, medium or large effect size depends, in last instance, on the concrete application; depending on the application, small values of d might yield a large effect size.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATH LENGTH
When dealing with path-planning problems, one of the most relevant characteristics of the algorithm is the path-length. The study of the path-length, that is, the distance between the initial position and the goal point without crossing a blocked cell has been a main objective because this value represents the optimality of the solution given. This distance can be always the same considering one measure (e.g. Euclidean) but we can have various (non-optimal) paths with different lengths due to the blocks cells avoidance restrictions. And actually, this is one of the elements that is considered in almost any study about path-planning algorithms.
Along this section we try to compare the path-length generated by some classical path-planning algorithms, and some non-classical algorithms such as Theta* and S-Theta* as well. In addition, we study the statistical properties of the path-length and try to find an adequate statistical model.
The main statistics in this experiment are shown in Table 2 , which shows the mean, standard deviation and mean interval. We observe that the mean strongly depends on the percentage of obstacles regardless of the algorithm that was used. This is a naïve observation, since it is clear that in presence of more obstacles, the path must have more heading changes to avoid those obstacles, and it leads to an increase of its length (and computation time) due to the triangle inequality. The standard deviation has a similar behavior, larger percentages of obstacles generate higher variability of the path-length; this can be caused by the higher mean values, which can produce higher variabilities. The values shown by Table 2 suggest that S-Theta* produces paths whose lengths vary more than Theta*, A* and A*PS. Figure 3 depicts the empirical probability density of the path-length obtained for different algorithms and percentage of obstacles. The distributions with 5% of obstacles have more irregularities, but the higher the percentage of obstacles, the smoother the distribution is. Additionally, Figure 3 represents overlapped to the empirical distribution a normal distribution whose parameters have been fitted using maximum-likelihood, and it can be observed that easy maps produce pathlength with a worse fit than hard maps.
Path length statistical model fit
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test are shown in Table 3 . Those cases where data does not support the normality hypothesis have been marked according to the confidence level 3 . The results suggest that, in effect, algorithms, at least to some extent, tend to generate normal path-lengths. There are also differences among the algorithms, 3 out of 5 cases of Theta* pathlength normality tests provided evidence to reject the normality, while we cannot reject normality in any case for A*PS.
Looking at these results and Figure 3 we can conclude that the algorithm and the percentage of obstacles influence the normality of the path-length. Higher percentage of obstacles tend to generate more normal path-lengths, while some algorithms (A*/A*PS) tend also to generate more normal path-lengths than others (Theta*/S-Theta*). In any case, with these results, it seems reasonable to assume the normality of the pathlength when the percentage of obstacles is higher than 20%. As a consequence of this evidence, we found support to apply normal-distribution based statistics to compare the path-length generated by the algorithms, and in particular we can apply in the case of two algorithms classical t-tests. 
Comparison of path-lengths
We first looked for statistical significance between A* and A*PS, the main results can be seen in Table 4 . The table shows the t statistic, the confidence interval with α = 0.05 of the difference of the means, the pvalue of the t-test and finally the d statistic for scientific significance. All the tests, regardless of the percentage of obstacles, provided a large statistical significance with p-values much smaller than 0.01, so we reject the null hypothesis of no difference. In addition to the statistical significance, we find that Cohens' d achieve large values, between 0.69 and 1.24, which means that the difference of means is between half and more than one sigmas. The high scientific significance found in the data is supported by the confidence intervals, 0 falls far from all the intervals. So, data supports the conclusion that A*PS outperforms A* generating shorter paths. The second test looked for differences between the path-length means generated by Theta* and S-Theta*. The result is summarized in 5. It shows the t-statistic, confidence interval of the difference of the means, pvalue and Cohen's d of the path-length of both Theta algorithms. It can be seen that there is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis when there are 5% of obstacles, and actually, this case did not pass the normality test, so, we cannot use this result to depict any sound concussion. On the contrary, the other cases provided again very low p-values with medium to large d, so we can reject the mean equality hypothesis.
In this section we have provided strong evidence showing that the analyzed path-planning algorithms generate path-length that follow a normal distribution. The normality of the path-length is more clear when the percentage of obstacles is higher, when it is around 5% this claim has no support. Using this result, the path-length generated by A* and A*PS were compared looking for statistically and scientifically differences, and the results actually suggest that there is a difference. The same can be said about Theta* and S-Theta* for maps with a percentage of obstacles higher than 5%.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF HEADING CHANGES
One application domain where path-planning algorithms have been widely used is autonomous mobile robots. One of the most important constrains in this domain is the robot battery, which is a limited resource and usually its usage must be optimized as much as possible. The path-planning algorithm has a big impact on the battery usage: short paths, under the same conditions, require less battery usage than longer paths. There is, however, another element in the planned path with a major impact on energy consumption, the heading changes. When a robot changes its direction, it must activate some additional motion subsystems to move, for instance, the direction of its wheels (in case it was a rover), legs (in case it was a walker) or any other mechanism, action that is expensive from the energy perspective. So, the number of heading changes should be minimized. In this section we provide an empirical study about the behavior of the four algorithms under study from the point of view of the curvature of the planned path. Smoother paths with few curves are in general preferred. In order to characterize the algorithm from this perspective, we have used two measures: Heading changes and total degrees. The former is the number of direction changes made by the path, while the latter is the sum of the angles that the path changes. These two measures are closely related to each other, as later will be shown. We are interested in analyzing the algorithm behavior from this point of view, and, in particular, to verify if S-Theta* is able to generate smoother paths than the original Theta* algorithm.
The heading changes metric is quite complex to analyze: first, its importance is relative to the tradeoff between the path length and the requirements. In some applications the cost of a heading change can be zero while in other applications it is very relevant. Also, the heading changes can vary as function of the geometry of the map.
Maps with randomly separated obstacles could lead in high number of heading changes meanwhile, in maps with big obstacles or with symmetric distribution, may be possible that a few heading changes are made but with bigger amplitude. For this reason, we also include the total degrees as a metric, which is similar to the path length. The total degrees are more independent of the obstacles distribution, but as the path length, highly correlated with it.
A summary of the results can be found in Tables 6  and 7 . Some important statistics are shown, including the mean, standard deviation and mean intervale. An overview to the tables shows the dependence of the path curvature with the presence of obstacles: the number of curves in the paths increases with the number of obstacles; this correlation also holds for the variability of the measures for all the algorithms. A* deserves a special mention, it generates paths with heading changes and total degrees means much larger than other algorithms. The reason of this behavior is the restriction of the heading changes: to avoid obstacles A* requires turns of π/4 while the other algorithms can turn an arbitrary angle.
When there is a small number of obstacles ( 10%) the algorithms exhibit a deterministic behavior. This is due to how they search the path: a heuristic guides the search towards the goal position, thus, the algorithm follows the optimistic route until an obstacle forces a heading change. At this point, the search starts expanding nodes which will not be analyzed if there were no obstacle, thus, with every heading change, the algorithm needs to expand some new nodes. When there are only a few obstacles, the algorithm usually does not need to change its direction, and thus, usually follows a close to optimal path.
Prior to continue studying the statistical model of the data, it is worth to observe how heading changes and total degrees relate to each other to simplify the analysis. These results can be seen in Table 8 , that quantifies the correlation coefficients. In all cases, the correlation coefficients are quite large, regardless of the algorithm or percentage of obstacles; this is evident in the case of A*, with correlation coefficients higher than 0.9. Table 8 also suggests stronger correlations in maps with more obstacles. This strong correlation is not surprising given the direct relationship between both variables: as the number of heading changes increases, the total degrees also increases. As a consequence of the correlation, we can simplify the study excluding one of these statistics without a significant loss of information. We have used this fact to select the measure that offers better properties to perform the statistical analysis, i.e., the one with best statistical model fit. Tables 9 and 10 show the result of the normality tests for both measures, heading changes and total degrees. Given the clear dependence of the data with the number of obstacles, we have performed different normality tests varying the percentage of obstacles. The p-values of A* tests show evidences to reject the normality hypothesis, the same can be said for almost any algorithm with 5% and 10% obstacles. On the contrary, we did not find evidence to reject the normality of total degrees, neither heading changes for any algorithm but A*, and percentage of obstacles higher than 20%. For this reason, we exclude those runs with 5% and 10% from the hypothesis testing.
Given the normality test in Table 10 , it seems that heading changes with at least 20% of obstacles follow a normal distribution. For this reason we have selected this measure to compare whether S-Theta* generates smoother paths than Theta*; the normality allows us to perform a simple t-test. In order to avoid detecting nonrelevant differences, we have also computed the Cohen's d statistic to assess the scientific significance of the mean differences. The result is shown in Table 11 , which only includes those obstacles that showed normality. The p-values have very low values, suggesting that the mean heading changes given by Theta* and S-Theta* are, actually, different. The confidence interval and the d statistic also suggest that the effect size is relevant, between 0.5 and 0.9 sigmas.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RUN-TIME
We have selected the execution time to measure runtimes.
In order to make a fair comparison, the implementation of the three algorithms use the same methods and data structures to manage the information grid 4 . The measurement of the run-time by the CPU time has several drawbacks [39] , but in this case we think it is justified because the algorithms contains computations that are not well captured by machineindependent time measures, such as the number of expanded nodes. Of course, the price we have to pay is an increased difficulty to repeat and compare these results. Table 12 summarizes some statistics of the measured run-times. For clarity, we have depicted the empirical density probability function of the run-time in Figure 4 , the diagrams were grouped by algorithm and presence of obstacles in the map. We observe in Figure 4 and Table 12 that the shape of the run-time varies as a function of the algorithm and the amount of obstacles. The run-times of A*/A*PS present a smaller variance and seems to be more symmetrical than the other two algorithms, and it increases with the problem hardness. On the contrary, the distribution of the run-time for Theta*/STheta* algorithms has a long right tail regardless the amount of obstacles in the map. Surprisingly, the presence of obstacles seems not to affect the runtime of the algorithm, one might expect hard maps associated to longer run-times. In the case of A*/A*PS even the shape and variance of the distributions seem to be unaffected by the presence of obstacles. The nature of A*/A*PS explains these observations, A*/A*PS expand more nodes, however, the operations performed on each node are the same, yielding a more deterministic run-time. On the contrary, Theta*/STheta* require the computation of the line of sight, whose computation grows exponentially. The run-time required to solve hard problems has more variance than easy problems, but the difference is quite small.
Except for S-Theta*, we can observe that the runtime has a particular behavior in function of the percentage of obstacles: the runtime trends to be directly proportional to the number of obstacles until one point in which the proportionality is inverted and the runtime goes down when more obstacles are added to the maps. This is due to the nodes expanded during the search. When there are a great number of obstacles, the algorithms have fewer choices for the path, and thus, there are less nodes that can be analyzed.
Also, for any-angle algorithms, there is an important component inside the algorithm: the line of sight check. This computation has exponential complexity in function of the distance between the two nodes to connect. When greater is the distance between two nodes, more nodes shall be checked. In maps with a small number of obstacles, the line of sight check usually is computed for distant nodes, meanwhile in maps with increasing number of obstacles, the line of sight check will be more often interrupted due to the presence of an obstacle, reducing the time consumption in that task.
Although the previous explanation applies to STheta*, its runtime is directly proportional to the number of obstacles in any case. S-Theta* has a particularity that is not present in Theta*: the last one only made heading changes at the corner of the obstacles, while our algorithm does not. S-Theta* tries to minimize the heading changes and thus, it is possible that the heading change can be produced at any point of the map if it smoothes the final solution, performing fewer heading changes as previous results shown. For this reason, usually S-Theta* computes longer line of sight checks than Theta* in maps with more obstacles. Also, the complexity in the node expansion is higher in S-Theta* due to the angles computation, which require floating point operations.
With the results reported in the literature, we have tried to fit data to the three distributions: normal, lognormal and Weibull. Literature on run-time analysis often mention the exponential distribution instead of the normal, but looking at Figure 4 it seems clear that data do not fit an exponential distribution, at least when the maps contain more than 20% of obstacles.
The diagrams in Figure 5 are depicted with a set of overlapping distributions, which correspond to the three statistical distributions previously mentioned. The parameters of these distributions were fitted by maximum likelihood. As the reader can observe in Figure 4 , the distributions that better fit our data in most cases are the lognormal and normal. The exceptions to this observation are A*PS, Theta* and S-Theta* solving maps with a very low number of obstacles; in those cases data exhibit some irregularities that are badly described by any distribution. Curiously, A* presents a pronounced peak which is not well described by the distribution. Even in this case, the A* run-time is well described by the lognormal and normal distributions. On the contrary, the Weibull does not seem to describe well any case.
Previous studies on run-time analysis have identified the lognormal distribution as a good model. In this case, lognormal and normal distributions seem to be quite close to each other, and actually, it is not possible to find by visual inspection big differences. This fact can be explained by the well-known convergence of these distributions, helped by the relatively large mean value and small skewness of the data.
Following the run-time literature, and the fact that the normal distribution gives a non-zero probability to negative run-times [40] , the lognormal distribution seems a better choice to model the run-time. With this in mind, and the previous result, it is reasonable to focus the study on the lognormal distribution and hypothesize that the run-time of the studied algorithms applied to path-planning problems follow a lognormal distribution. One of the most interesting properties of the lognormal distribution is its close relationship to the normal distribution, actually, lognormal data can be converted into normal data by simply taking logarithms [40] . We use this property to assess the lognormality of the run-time in a more formal way, just applying the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality to the logarithm of the run-time, whose result is shown in Table 13 .
It is always possible to increase the sensibility of a statistical test by means of increasing the sample size [37] , which might lead to find statistical significance with arbitrary small (meaningless) differences; in other words, the results of the statistical tests depend on the sample size. This issue is relevant in computational science, since generating samples may be inexpensive. Following Ridge's recommendations [41] , we have computed the tests using 30 random runs. In addition, we computed Cohen's d that, as described in section 3, measures the difference size and is invariant with the sample size.
The results confirm our previous observations about the lognormality of the run-time. The p-values shown in Table 13 in almost all the cases are quite high, which means that the hypothesis of lognormality is compatible, with a high probability, with our data. However, when the amount of obstacles is low, 5%, only A* passed the test with α = 0.01, so we reject the lognormality of run-times of A*PS, Theta* and STheta* with α = 0.01. In addition, the p-value of A*PS with 20% obstacles takes 0.012, so there is evidente to reject the lognormality of this random variable with α = 0.05. Since those run-times with 5% obstacles do not exhibit lognormal behaviour, we exclude them from the following study.
Looking at the median and standard deviation of A* and A*PS shown Table 12 , we observe that there is a large difference in their values. For example, with 40% obstacles, the median of A* is 1424 while A*PS is 2122, both with a standard deviation around 550. These values suggest a significant difference. If we take into account that the design of A*PS determines that it introduces additional computations in relation to A*, it seems reasonable to conclude that the run-time of A*PS is higher than A* without a statistical test.
The case of Theta* and S-Theta* is not so clear. Their medians and variances are close enough to need a quantitative analysis. Once we have found a good statistical model, we can use parametric statistics to compare the run-times of S-Theta* and Theta*. We have assessed the statistical and scientific significance of the mean run-time differences. The statistical significance was computed with a simple t-test of the logarithm of the run-times, finding no statistical significance between the run-time means of Theta* and S-Theta*. Table 14 summarizes the result of the t-test, including the confidence interval of the mean differences and Cohen's d statistic.
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE EFFECT SIZE
It is important to take into account the effect size and the scientifical significance of the result. In order to illustrate this, we have repeated the experiment summarized in Table 14 with one notable diference: instead of just including 100 samples, we used all the 500 samples and performed the t-test. The result of this experiment is in Table 15 . The only difference between the tests reported in 14 and 15 is the sample size. However, the conclusions induced by both tests are radically different. Three out of four cases in Table 15 show statistical difference, it contrasts with the test done with 100 samples. The sensibility of the test to find differences increases with the number of samples, to a point that the test is able to find significance with very small diferences. On the contrary than p-values, Cohen's d remains robust with the increase of the samples. Its value has changed, but in much less magnitude than p-values, i.e., d is more robust than p-values. Even though the t-test found statistical difference, Cohen's d values around 0.2 add an important insight to this picture: According to the criteria introduced in section 3.3, the scientifical TABLE 13: Shapiro-Wilk test of normality of the logarithm of the run-time. With these p-values we cannot reject the hypothesis of its normality, which means that we cannot reject the lognormality of the run-time. Only Theta* and S-Theta* with a ratio of 5% of obstacles provide evidence to let us reject the normality of the run-time. Rejected normality tests are marked with • when α = 0.05, •• when α = 0.01 and • • • when α = 0.001.
Obstacles P-value A* P-value A*PS P-value Theta* P-value S-Theta* 5% Usually, path-planning algorithms are compared in the literature running them to solve a collection of problems. The analysis of the results done in the literature uses to be quite naïve, the common practice is just computing the mean run-time for each parameter in the experiment. So, when they conclude that an algorithm is better than another, they only compare the average results of multiples executions. This value does not show much information: in the case of the runtime, this value depends on the complexity of both, the algorithm and the map. So the average results are translated in a loss of information that could be useful to compare and characterize the algorithms. This mistake is critical when the parameters have a big dispersion. If we avoid using the average values we can obtain a way to compare more precisely the algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have tried to open a discussion in the path-planning research community about the need of integrating stronger statistical methods. In addition, we have analyzed our algorithm S-Theta* in relation to its forerunner, Theta*, and two classical path-planning algorithms: A* and A* with postprocessing (A*PS). The design of S-Theta* considers the application domain of autonomous robotics, and therefore one of its main objectives is to minimize energy consumption. With this consideration, the paper has analyzed two traditional performance measures, the path-length and run-time, along with the number of heading changes and the total degrees. This paper followed an empirical approach. We have run the algorithms to plan paths in maps with a varying number of obstacles (and therefore difficulties) and measured the path-length, run-time, heading changes and total degrees. We have tried to fit a statistical model and performed parametric tests to find statistical significance. In addition, we have computed statistics to determine the scientifical significance of the results.
In our experiments, the path-length of the algorithms seems to be well modelled by the normal distribution.
There are, however, some exceptions when the number of obstacles is low; Theta* needs a high percentage of obstacles in the map (30-40%) to generate normally distributed paths. We have also compared the pathlength generated by A* with the ones generated by A*PS, and Theta* with S-Theta*. The results of the parametric tests showed that A* outperforms A*PS under this criteria while Theta* outperforms S-Theta*. We have found statistical and scientifical significance.
The number of heading changes and total degrees showed to be highly correlated, and we have used this to simplify the study just by considering one of them. We have selected the number of heading changes because it fits better a normal distribution. As in the previous metric, heading changes exhibit normal distribution for maps with medium and high obstacles percentage, so A* and A*PS were excluded from the test. This test has shown statistical and scientifical difference between Theta* and S-Theta*, and the data suggest that STheta* produces paths with less heading changes in comparison to Theta*. In relation to run-time, unless the number of obstacles is very low (5%), it seems to follow a lognormal distribution. However, we did not find statistical difference for Theta* and S-Theta*.
